
1. For 10 points each, answer some questions about a practitioner of the Way of the Void (from Baki)

Kunimatsu had his left arm removed to prevent this student from killing him. He considers this person to
be his most skilled student.
-Ryuukou Yanagi

According to Yanagi, this substance is the most poisonous gas. He defeats Baki using this substance in
their first altercation.
-Oxygen

In their second altercation Yanagi used this technique on Baki which he responds to by then using that
technique on Yanagi. This technique allows the user to use their arms like the namesake object.
-Whip Strike (can also accept Whip of Mercury or Whip Technique)

2. For 10 points each, answer some questions about pokemon type combinations with only one weakness.

(Two answers required) These two pokemon typings are the only pure typings that only have one
weakness.
-Normal and Electric

Before Generation 6, this type combination only had only one weakness which is one of its types. One
pokemon with this typing is said to live in a gap in the spatial dimension parallel to ours.
-Water-Dragon

(Two answers required) In Pokemon BDSP, in your first battle with Cynthia, she owns two pokemon with
type combinations that only have one weakness. Name those two Pokemon.
-Spiritomb and Gastrodon

3. Name some youtube “beefs" based on the diss tracks released. (We want the youtube names of people
involved, 2 answers required for each)

Asian Jake Paul, Frick Da Police
-Ricegum and Idubbbz

Insecure, Ares
-KSI and Quadeca

Garden Hose Nose, Check the Statistics
-WolfieRaps and Chunkz



4. Jordan Peterson is an intellectual. For 10 points each, answer some questions about a book Jordan
Peterson found particularly influential in his intellectual development.

This dystopian novel’s title is derived from a speech from The Tempest. In this novel, people of the lower
caste are bred using Bovanovsky’s process and people take the drug soma.
-Brave New World

Bernard Marx is of this profession in the novel.
-(Hypnopedia or Sleep Learning) Specialist

In the novel 70% of females in the World State are these people. This term refers to females who have
been sterilized by being exposed to male hormones during their development.
-Freemartins

5. Barbell back squats are great exercise for working the posterior chain. For 10 points each, name some
other squatting variations

This exercise involves putting one foot behind you on a bench for balance and one leg in front of you, and
then squatting using that leg.
-Bulgarian Split Squat

This squat variation is performed by holding a dumbbell in front of your chest by holding one end of the
dumbbell with your palms facing upward, and then squatting. It gets its name from the dumbbell being
held similar to the title object.
-Goblet Squat

This squat variation is performed by holding a barbell with the creases of your arms and then squatting. It
is named after its creator who was a strongman and powerlifter from the 1930s.
-Zercher Squat

6. Speaking of simps, lets talk about a popular female streamer. For 10 points each,

This streamer was the top female streamer in 2021 and won the Best ASMR streamer award during the
2022 Streamer Awards. She is known for doing ASMR and hot tub streams on Twitch.
-Amouranth or (Kaitlyn Michelle Siragusa)

This platform planned to ban sexually explicit material in 2021, but the decision was reversed due to
backlash. In April of 2022, Amouranth announced that she planned to leave this platform in June, where,
in her own words, she was making 1.4 mil a month pretty easily.
-OnlyFans

Amouranth was the lead producer for this event, which occurred in May 2022, where streamers faced
each other in a variety of challenges.
-Streamer Royale



7. For 10 points each, answer some questions about Eminem lines involving pockets.

In the song Rap God, Eminem said he had one of these things in his back pocket.
-Laptop

In the song Fall, he says that you would think he is carrying one of these things in his pocket.
-Oxford Dictionary

In the song When I’m Gone, Hallie pulls out one of these things out of her pocket.
-Tiny Necklace Locket

8. Thor Ragnarok was a pretty good movie. For 10 points each,

In the movie, Thor has to stop this firstborn child of Odin.
-Hela

Thor lands on the planet Sakaar where he is forced to compete in the contest of champions. In this contest
he has to face this old friend of his.
-Hulk or (Bruce Banner)

Loki resurrected this being, using the eternal flame, who destroyed Asgard, defeating Hela in the process.
-Surtur

9. Released in the 1960s, Doritos is one of the most popular chip brands. For 10 points each

Doritos have the same shape as this polygon.
-Triangle

This flavor that was released in 1986 doesn’t taste like the condiment in its name according to most
people. The color of the bag for this flavor is blue.
-Cool Ranch

In a collaboration, this fast food chain created a taco that had a Dorito flavored shell.
-Taco Bell



10. Some villains worked as scientists for the Nazis during World War II. For 10 points each, answer
some questions about them.

This Swiss scientist created a way to project a person’s mind into a different body which allowed him to
make clones of Hitler. He also used this process to transfer himself into a robotic body.
-Arnim Zola

-While working with the Nazis this scientist was able to retrieve a sample of Namor’s blood which he
used to make a clone of him. He was transformed into a mutant by Apocalypse.
-Nathaniel Essex or (Mr.Sinister)

-Both Zola and Essex worked on project Projekt Nietzsche with the goal of creating super-soldiers that
were known by this name. This term was used by Hitler to describe his idea of the master race.
-Ubermensch

11. This person was sent to the shadow realm by Jake Paul. For 10 points each,

Name this 5 foot 9, former NBA player, that won the dunk contest 3 times in his career.
-Nate Robinson

This former NBA player won two dunk contests back-to-back in the years 1987 and 1988. He received a
Presidential Medal of Freedom in the year 2016.
-Michael Jordan

This current NBA player also won two dunk contests back-to-back in the 2015 and 2016. In the latter
dunk contest, he controversially beat Aaron Gordon.
-Zach Lavine

12. There is some really cool stuff in Norse mythology. For 10 points each, answer some questions about
them.

Some of the stuff used to forge this thing are a woman’s beard, and a fish’s breath. This unbreakable chain
will bound Fenrir until Ragnarok.
-Gleipnir

Naglfar was a large ship made of these things.
-Fingernails or Toenails (prompt on Dead People or similar answers)

Along with Mjolnir, and Megingjord, this item was one of Thor’s three main possessions. These gloves
allowed Thor to handle Mjolnor.
-Jarngreipr



13. This Legend of Zelda game for the GBA was released in 2004. For 10 points each,

Name this game where Link is able to transform into the size of the namesake species.
-The Legend of Zelda: The Minish Cap

This other Legend of Zelda game that was released for the GBA was an enhanced port of a previous game
that was released for the SNES. It included a multiplayer section along with content from the original
game.
-The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past & Four Swords

In 2021, Nintendo released one of these devices that you could play previous Legend of Zelda games on.
The first one of these devices was released in 1980 and the game Ball could be played on it.
-Game & Watch

14. This is an obscure music bonus which I challenge you to get more than 0 points on. For 10 points
each,

Name this dubstep song. In this song the lyrics “Here, I am not a queen; You are not a king; Just another
wonderful dancing” are repeated in the chorus.
-Lights

The song lights was created by this electronic trio.
-Klaypex

Lights was one of the 8 tracks on this debut album of Klaypex.
-Loose Dirt

15. Over the years there have been many pokemon games on mobile. For 10 points each, name some.

This game made waves when it was first released in 2016. This augmented reality game is the most
popular Pokemon game ever released on mobile.
-Pokemon Go

This pokemon MOBA was first released for the switch in July 2021, and was released on Android and
iOS not long after.
-Pokemon Unite

This other game was similarly released for the switch in 2018 before being released on Android and iOS.
In this game, the world and the pokemon are portrayed in a blocky style.
-Pokemon Quest



16. This book follows a man’s journey through Heaven’s levels. For 10 points each,

Name this book where Eddie dies and meets a namesake number of people in Heaven.
-The Five People You Meet in Heaven

The fourth person that Eddie meets in Heaven is a young girl of this ethnicity. That girl died when Eddie
set on fire a forced labor camp which he escaped from.
-Filipina

The Five People You Meet in Heaven was written by this author of other books such as Tuesdays with
Morrie, and Have a Little Faith
-Mitch Albom

17. Emma Stone plays the character Olive, a high school student who allows people to say they had sex
with her in exchange for gift catds, in the movie Easy A. For 10 points each,

Emma Stone stitches a red A onto her clothing inspired by this character from a book which she had read
in her English class.
-Hester Prynne

Mrs.Griffith, the school guidance counselor, gives this STD to the student she was sleeping with. That
student blames Olive when he contracts this disease.
-Chlamydia

This character rides to Olive’s home on a lawn mower. At the end of the movie, Olive and this character
kiss.
-Todd

18. Roger Federer hit one of these types of shots to win a point against Djokovic in the 2009 US Open.
For 10 points each.

Name this term that refers to a shot where a player hits the ball between their legs.
-Tweener

This player currently holds the title for the most Grand Slams won in men’s singles with 22. He forms the
Big Three along with Federer and Djokovic.
-Rafael Nadal

Nadal has won this major tennis tournament a record 14 times. This tournament is the only Grand Slam
that is played on clay court.
-French Open or (Roland-Garros)



19. In Regular Show, this person is the only human that works at The Park. For 10 points,

Name this character who frequently makes “My Mom” jokes and who earned his nickname from being a
really good bodybuilder.
-Muscle Man(or Mitch Sorrenstein)

(Two answers required) The voice actor of Muscle Man also voices these two other characters in the
show. One of them is a lollipop while the other is a gumball machine.
-Pops and Benson

In the show, Death’s son has this name. This name is also shared by the goat that works at the park.
-Thomas

20. Answer some questions about Tanjiro, Zenitsu, and Inosuke’s stay in the entertainment district. For 10
points each,

Tanjiro and the others accompany this person into the entertainment district to determine why his agents
have stopped sending him letters. He is the Sound Hashira.
-Tengen Uzui

During the arc, they discover these demons living in the Entertainment district, and have to fight them.
-Daki and Gyutaro (or Upper Six)

Daki was able to trap people in this item of hers. She was able to extend her flesh using this item.
-Obi (prompt on Belt)


